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That is good...

adressing the topic of migration with child-centredness and
focused on the needs of children was highly overdue

More consultation on the guideline to be developed for children
who are migration

El enfoque de la promoción de la participación de NNAJ :) Este
énfasis se debería incluir más en el resto de los OE

That is bad...

The title is somewhat complicated, perhaps it could be
simplified?

The proposed formulations focus one-sidedly on humanitarian aid. But dealing with the issue
of �ight and migration must be re�ect other points as well. 

And regarding the de�nition: In any case, we should not use the de�nition of an organisation
like IOM, which actively works to prevent and control migration - actually always to the
detriment of �eeing and migrating people.

It should be clearly mentioned in the SG that there must be structural changes in the political
context. In fact, the rights of refugees and migrants are not fully implemented worldwide. 

Localisation is a superordinate topic, as it should not be related to a SG.

no real development in comparison to former goal

migrantes deberían ser vistos como titulares de derechos y no
como víctimas que necesitan ayuda (como es actualmente)

o The goal title is too lengthy and should be shortened to
something like: Holistic support and solidarity for children and
youth in forced migration.

Please dont use "Forced Migration", but "Migration" and the
terms "Children & Youth on the move" and "Stateless Children &
Youth"

The title should be appealing (not only bullet points), like
"Access to rights for children on the move and stateless
children"
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I want to point out that..

explaining with it the reasons wwhy children have to be forcibly
displaced such as conflict and climate change but also the
development structures, that can lead to displacement

this is more or less a continuation of today's goal 2, correct? Or
are there major new points?

This SG is dealing with Post migration support. It is not dealing
with causes of forced migration which may be conflicts, natural
and manmade disasters. So, this SG should deal with cause and
consequences of migration all together.

the aspect of "forced migration" should be discussed, we need a
broader view as the situations are each very diverse

focuses on humanitarian approach

focus on the access to right - current focus is too narrow

demand and have the oidea structural change sin the political
context, to have clear political demands to strengthen the
system and rights of migrants

Definir de manera compleja cuales son las causas por las que se
da la migración forzada, y es necesario cuestionar como los
modelos socioeconomicos influyen en este tema

we have a responsibility in Germany so we should also work
from here especially on the causes of forced migration

Poverty and food insecurity  also prompt people to leave their home countries and regions to
improve prospects for their families and their own lives. In South Asia, Children migrated for
working in construction, domestic work, textile, brick-kilns, transportation, mines, and
agriculture. This strategic goal should deal
 this. 

see and adress migration as a right in itself

the voices of the children need to be included in the discussion
on their citizenship as well as legal aspects

Deberiamos preguntarnos si todas son iguales de forzadas,
dependiendo del contexto

Migración es un derecho; lo que tdh debería hacer es contribuir
para que se realice este derecho (y no victimizar a
migrantes/refugiados)

o The use of solidary is not very well known in the region and
suggest the use of the words: activists, networks or coalitions

o The goal should include outcomes which relate to the inclusion
and integration of children and youth who have been displaced
with host communities at both micro and meso-levels

That still needs to be discussed



como se puede evaluar los resultados?

I strongly support this goal, but there is also a reality on the
ground that some children who are affected by armed conflict or
climate change who did not migrate but are equally needing
local support structures. How can this group of children not be
forgotten? Does this mean they can only receive support if they
migrate?

Why is this the only goal that mentions localization? Isn´t it the
approach with which tdh workes in all working area. This might
be missleading

define what are/who are the local solidarity support structures

keep in mind the individual needs, partners need to be flexible
and respond to them

Wouldn't it make more sense to include forcibly displaced
children affected by climate change be addressed under the ECR
goal? For me, this gives us a full view of the issue of
environmental rights of children.

Me preocupa que en el caso de la prevención de la migración se
pueda dar a entender que se debe prevenir toda la migración,
hasta la que se hace por motivos "voluntarios". La gente tiene
derecho a migrar si quieren pero en condiciones dignas y sin
xenofobia

social inclusion of children in host countries

Defintion proposal: children in contexts of migration

Migration can be happened inside one country (like moving from con�ict area to another area,
but still in one country). It can be included in the de�nition, since they also being oppressed

La gente tiene derecho a migrar si quieren pero en condiciones
dignas y sin xenofobia

enfoque actual en servicios psicosociales y educación no
contribuye nada de nuevo y no cuestiona si esta es el área
donde tdh desarrolla su potencial de forma más eficiente

Is this a goal on migration? Then we need to revise it. Currently
it is a goal on concepts of hum support (which is not a focus of
tdh´s work)

That comes short...

strengthening of local structures

cooperation and work with host countries that receive the
migrated populations, how can they be prepared, how can we
include them

Systematic Change

If we only focus on humanitarian assistance, everything else comes short



dealing also with the preventive side of forced migration, so
causes and conseqeuced need to be adressed such as conflict
and desaster

speaking of prevention of reasons of migration- this is a good
link to life perspectives

adress also the underlying dynamics and structres such as
economic instability (to the point on consequences)

Protection for children directly when they are on the move

Migrante, Desplazado, Refugiado...creo que son conceptos que
hay que revisar, describir y aportar desde la experiencia de
TDHA y las organizaciones

Flight and migration always include a part of self-empowerment. Despite all the coercion, we
should make sure that migrants and refugees are not simply victims; many take their lives into
their own hands and look for their own paths. 

o The goal should prioritize outcomes that enable and enhance
social cohesion across the three levels of impact to minimize
xenophobia and discrimination; promoting sports and cultural
activities

o The life perspective goal and opportunities for skills training,
education and employment should be made more explicit in the
goals approaches and outcomes.

o Advocacy and lobbying for accessing documentation and/ or
enabling documents should be included in the outcomes of this
goal- from the experience in Southern Africa, documentation,
and a lack thereof is a barrier to obtaining other services and
opportunities; as well as promoting policies and laws that favor
forced migrants.

o The goal should also include outcomes that relate to
Livelihoods options and self-reliance for forced migrant families
as an essential support component so that their children and
young people grow up in homes that offer them the needed
support to thrive and explore their dreams (Otherwise children
will continue to bear the burden of supporting the family through
work and will not prioritize education)

o To also include the new trajectory of the humanitarian nexus
and development – especially for countries that offer
encampment settings to recognize that humanitarian support is
not sufficient as people tend to spend long periods in these
camp settings; to advocate for all-inclusive development that
offer services such as health, water, sanitation, food, education
(including skills training) and financial institutions

SG should be rights based, access to rights in focus
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